
STEP 3: WRITING A LETTER 
               OF APPLICATION
Activity n°1     :    When applying for a job, you must 
emphasize your qualities. For each quality below,   tick   
the degree corresponding to your personality. 

I am … traduction very quite not
very

not at
all

active
creative
diplomatic
efficient
mature
adaptable
disciplined
energetic
fair
independent
methodical
self-reliant
flexible
pleasant
ambitious
loyal
optimistic
reliable

ACTIVITY n°3:     Look   at the documents A and B. And   fill in   this presentation of the documents with the 
appropriate words.

Julien – British – written – letter of application – read – CV – job offer
……………….…..  has  read  an  interesting  …………………………  .  He  has  ……………………  a  ……………………………………  to  a
……………………………. Employer named L.Higgins. He has enclosed his …………………………….. . 

ACTIVITY n°4:     Find   the following information in the beginning of the letter.
a) The sender’s address and the date.
b) The job Julien is applying for.

c) The employer’s address.
d) The location of the place of work. 

ACTIVITY n°5: match   the words. 
a) The addressee
b) The closing formula
c) Re
d) The sender
e) The opening formula

1) La formule de politesse
2) L’expéditeur
3) La formule d’appel
4) Objet
5) Le destinataire

ACTIVITY n°6:   Now   read   the letter  and   answer   the questions in your notebook. 
a) How did Julien know about the job-offer?
b) How long did he study catering and where?
c) How old is he? Is he married?
d) Why has he completed his training periods in foreign countries?
e) Will he have opportunities to use his language skills in Laura’s bar? Why? (think about the location)

ACTIVITY n°2 : Using activity n°1, 
fill in this paragraph about your 
qualities. 

I am very 

………………………………………..

and quite 

……………………………………..  .

However, I think I’m………….

…………… 

………………………………………

……………..……………………. .

On the other hand, my friends 

think I am 

………………………………………

……

………………………………………

……………

…………………………….   . 

However =
On the other hand =




